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Excerpts from a recent interview conducted by Frontera News with Rev. Gus Schultz appear below.
Schultz is pastor of the University Lutheran Chapel in Berkeley, a long-time peace and civil rights
activist, leader in the sanctuary movement and currently a leader of the SHARE foundation. SHARE
is coordinating US religious aid for Salvadoran refugees who are trying to return to their homes in
El Salvador. Thousands of Salvadorans have been living in refugee camps in Honduras, in some
cases for up to seven years. An estimated 250,000 Salvadorans displaced from their homes are
refugees inside El Salvador. Schultz: In Honduras there are refugee camps holding thousands and
thousands of people who fled from El Salvador. Some have lived in these camps which are almost
like concentration camps for seven or eight years. Now those people are saying, "We're going home.
We're not going to stay here any longer. Even if we die, we'd rather die in our own land, among our
own people, than...here in a concentration camp." Many churches are organizing to support those
people. There is a national campaign called GOING HOME. The official name is Going Home: an
Interfaith Campaign in Support of Salvadoran Refugees Returning from Exile in Mesa Grande. This
is a major step and it is a fulfillment of something a Salvadoran woman said in the early days of the
sanctuary movement: "The sanctuary [in the US] is a good thing, but our goal is that El Salvador
will be a sanctuary for its own people." After the celebration of sanctuary in Washington, DC in
the fall of 1986, there was a deliberate effort to begin to focus our attention not only on those who
come here but on the refugees in Central America who said they didn't want to be refugees, they
wanted to go home...[T]hey are asking us to accompany them...as they return to their homes, to give
them financial support. They say it will cost about $1,000 per family to return home, rebuild their
homes, plant crops, rebuild schools, and so on...There will be around 5,000 families. sympathize
with] something like this Going Home campaign that tries to communicate to people that these
are refugees who want to go home. People can understand wanting to go back and live on their
own land, plant their own crops, go to their own schools, have places for their children to grow up
so they don't grow up in refugee camps... [Another dimension opens up when] people in Mesa
Grande say they're going home, and people like us say: "What if the United Nations doesn't support
you? What if you don't have enough support? What if they won't let you enter the country?" The
people in Mesa Grande say, "Well, we will other countries to come and help us. Then the word will
get out." (Basic data from Frontera News, 10/10/87) [For further information, contact the East Bay
Sanctuary Covenant at (415) 540-5296, or Repopulation Hotline 540-5907, or SHARE (415) 644-2642.]
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